Digital
Forensics
Supporting legally aided
investigations, with industry
leading Digital Forensics
expertise since 2002

About us
Recognised as industry experts, Digital Forensics has been at the core
of CYFOR’s service offering since inception. With a comprehensive
range of forensic services and a proven capability, we are instructed on
a vast range of cases.
We have the expertise to recover, analyse and present digital evidence
from multiple forms of media held within the UK and internationally.
With over 15 years of expertise, we are in the position of having
experience working for both the defence and prosecution. This allows
a perspective into the challenges and goals faced by each party and
therefore how best to work in the interests of our clients.
Our team of specialist criminal case managers are acutely aware of the
sensitivity and time critical nature of instructions. That is why we
operate a 24 hour turnaround on quotations, while informing clients of
developments at each stage of the case.

cyfor.co.uk

Instruct The Digital Forensic Professionals
Specialists

Investigations

Individually, CYFOR’s highly qualified digital forensic specialists are

CYFOR have been instructed on a vast range of digital forensic

recognised as some of the industry's leading specialists. As a

investigations, covering a full spectrum of criminal matters. We are

collective, their combined expertise becomes even more powerful

no strangers to completing numerous high profile cases, which have

for the most complex of cases, while going above and beyond to

been featured by the media and have also completed investigations

exceed client expectations. They utilise the latest technology and

across different continents.

digital forensic techniques to discover all potential evidence within
a wide range of corporate investigations.

▪ Fraud

▪ Assault

Our forensic investigators are all approved Expert Witnesses and

▪ Terrorism

▪ Murder

▪ Indecent imagery

▪ Burglary

often concluding with expert evidence presented in court.

▪ Drugs

▪ Firearms

Technology

Secure Infrastructure

Digital forensics platforms are powerful and indispensable tools

The importance of security in both our corporate practices and in

within any investigation and we understand the requirement to be at

the work undertaken for clients, is something we view with great

the cutting edge of this technology.

importance. That’s why our secure infrastructure is ISO 27001

courtroom trained. Strict adherence to the ACPO Guidelines and
thorough forensic protocols, ensures comprehensive reporting,

That is why we have strong partnerships and full certification with
leading technology providers, while continually investing in our

accredited and has been independently inspected and verified
by The Metropolitan Police.

technical infrastructure and forensic software to enhance our

▪ Secure onsite evidence & data storage

service offering.

▪ NPPV Level 3 security cleared personnel

Forensic Data Collection

▪ ISO 9001 & ISO 27001 accredited

We appreciate the critical nature of imaging computers and
associated media, especially in cases where further investigation or
disclosure may be required. Capturing this data using forensically

▪ 24hr CCTV and NACOSS alarm monitoring system
▪ Security cleared ex-law enforcement couriers

sound methodology is vital if the integrity of any subsequent
investigation is to be maintained. Our team operates globally, often
travelling at short notice to ensure that a complete set of onsite data
is recovered.

Accreditations
Our accredited secure infrastructure pays testament to
industry recognised standards in providing the highest
level of service and security to all our clients.

Cyber Essentials Plus

ISO 27001

ISO 9001

Government and industry standard to provide

Internationally recognised framework for best

A best practice management framework. The

clear controls that are implemented to mitigate

practice in Information Security Management

attainment of ISO 9001 is our dedication to

the risk from cyber threats, while also

Systems (ISMS) and covers best security

providing the highest level of customer service

demonstrating to stakeholders that essential

practises to manage data integrity,

and compliance for continued business

security precautions have been undertaken.

confidentiality and minimising IT security risks.

improvement across all levels.

Forensic Capabilities
Computer forensics

Mobile phone forensics

Cell site analysis

Call data record analysis

Audio visual forensics

Forensic readiness planning

Onsite investigations

Incident response

Expert witness service

Deleted data recovery

Technology Partners

cyfor.co.uk

Contact us
cyfor.co.uk
criminal.team@cyfor.co.uk
London +44 (0) 207 438 2045
Manchester +44 (0) 161 797 8123
Twitter @CYFORlegal

PO BOX 439, BURY, BL8 9AG

Incident Response

CYFOR is a trading name of CY4OR Legal Li mited

Our experienced Incident Response Team is

Register ed in England

available 24 hours a day to respond to international

Register ed Number 06295131

incidents, quickly and effectively, which could be

VAT Registrati on Number 170 2683 18

critical to the success of any investigation.

24 Hour Incident Response: 0800 169 4442

